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ABSTRACT 

 

Globally small and medium enterprises make a big impact on the national economic growth of the 

country as well as the employment it creates. Similarly, the developing economy of the United 

Arab Emirates is largely dependent on SMEs for growth in countries’ GDP. Many factors like 

financial crisis, funding availability, and trust are creating a downturn for SMEs to obtain 

competitive interest rates on bank loans to grow their business.  

The aims to find if the null hypothesis – “High-interest rates provided by banks to SME's are 

leading to a loss in business opportunities” is valid or not.  The research was conducted to gain 

insight on government initiatives, bank support, and SME business impacts through a quantitative 

study which resulted in proving the null hypothesis are true, where SMEs in the United Arab 

Emirates are facing challenges with high-interest rates for business loans from banks as well as 

other financial institutions.  

The secondary aim of the study was to also gain insight into how SME professionals think about 

reaching out to digital platforms in order to acquire a business loan, where facilities such as 

crowdfunding could be available to raise capital. The results provided a unique understanding of 

SMEs’ strong interest in digital crowdfunding platforms to fulfill their lending needs. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

This chapter delivers knowledge on Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in the United Arab 

Emirates and their requirement for competitive loans to grow business in the country. The role of 

SMEs in contribution to countries GDP will be discussed and opportunities SMEs engage to grow 

in the country. Further, problem discussion of the high rate of interest in business loans by banks 

limiting SMEs growth in the United Arab Emirates will be discussed, leading to the purpose of the 

research and specific question relating to this study. 

 

1.1  BACKGROUND 

SMEs are the drivers for GDP globally for every economy, wherein in developing countries, SME 

plays a crucial role in development and growth in the national economy. On a global count, SMEs 

counts for 90% of the businesses & hold at least 50% of global employment. The role SMEs are 

playing for future growth and employment, national policies must be directed to favor them in 

business fund needs. For many developed and developing nations tax contribution of SMEs 

accounts for 40% of total federal income. On the Other hand, in tax havens in the Middle East like 

the United Arab Emirates, these SMEs support growth in foreign direct investments and hike in 

employments (The world bank, 2021).  

The Middle East is known for its tax-free business practices where entrepreneurs can operate 

businesses without paying any tax on corporate profit as well on individual income. Every year, 

more SMEs are opening in the region to gain tax-free benefits on corporate and income tax. In 

markets such as the United Arab Emirates, where SMEs contribute to approximately 94% of the 

total companies in the country & uplifts employment by 86% in the country, contributing 60% to 
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the country’s GDP (UAE Govt. Portal, 2020). Over 350,000 SMEs are operating in the United 

Arab Emirates, in sectors, such are real estate, construction, consumer goods, general trading, 

professional & digital services. About 73% of these SMEs are in the wholesale, retail & 

distribution sector relating from consumer goods to industrial products. 16% of SMEs are related 

to the services sector and the remaining 11% to the industrial sector for both oil & non-oil sectors 

(R. Abubaker & H. Hussein, 2020).  

The United Arab Emirates federal policy directs towards diversifying the country’s economy and 

promoting more employments in the country. This policy not only supports the SMEs with local 

challenges but the growth rate of SMEs in the country is backed by government units that support 

these companies with marketing, promotion, digitalization, business, and especially Finance. The 

government of UAE itself has been promoting financial support such as the “Funding solutions 

Guarantee scheme” (MBRIF, 2021) for funding innovative SME ideas which could support the 

growth of the UAE economy. On the other hand, policies are set by central banks to support SME 

financial lending by bank needs to promote economic development through SME growth (F. 

Rahman, 2021).  

Though banks are supporting SMEs based on central bank policies but in return are looking for 

high-interest returns to support them with lending (S. Nair, 2019). Banks are continuously facing 

challenges to assess the credibility of the SME and to adhere to future business requirements of 

the United Arab Emirates, these banks are authorizing limited loans at very high-interest rates to 

keep their risk at minimum as possible. 

SMEs in the United Arab Emirates have started facing challenges with increased competition 

growing in the countries over the years. This leads to a price-competitive battle to sell their 

products and services at much lower profit margins compared to prior years. Reduced margins and 
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high-interest rates from banks create a struggle for SMEs to survive in the price-hungry 

competitive market (N. Bhatia, 2018).  

 

1.2  PROBLEM DISCUSSION 

The global economic crisis of 2018 has played a major role in disrupting the banking lending 

market in the United Arab Emirates, especially with SME financing where returns have higher 

risks compared to another asset-backed lending such as mortgage or vehicle loans. 

Bank's high-interest loans challenge SMEs business growth in the United Arab Emirates – the 

problem statement refers to the limitations created by banks in the United Arab Emirates to make 

business loans available at competitive interest rates to SMEs and entrepreneurs. UAE bank loans 

are extremely high starting from 14% to 24 % and in some cases, even more, based on the business 

and risk (F. Paquay, 2021). A recent study in the United Arab Emirates, showed about 65% of the 

SMEs are struggling to get loans and any type of credit line from Banks in the country due to 

increasing defaults in the market and banks considering non-retail SMEs as a threat. This count of 

65% rejections is counted 5 times higher compared to the loan rejection percentage in OECD 

Countries. In addition, the study clarifies that Banks do not consider these start-up companies as 

commercially attractive as other customer segments & avoid their risk to fund them at competitive 

interest rates when compared to other large companies (A. Haine, 2018). 

Banks & other regulated financial institutions are accessing multiple factors to approve SMEs for 

a business loan or any kind of credit line such as company credit cards. These factors can 

compromise unvalidated documentation with minimum business transactional data, limited 

records of borrowings and assets, limited to no credit history, and limitations on tangible assets for 
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collateral. Such credit & background checks are complex and banks face challenges to assess and 

monitor SMEs, where they choose large corporates instead to do lending business. Banks are afraid 

of recouping their money if SMEs default on their loans or credit line and, in many cases, it ends 

up more expensive for banks to recover this lending’s via legal means as per local law in UAE (F. 

Paquay, 2021).  

 

1.3 PURPOSE & RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The primary aim of the study is to find out the challenges faced by SMEs in the United Arab 

Emirates to gain competitive interest rates for a business loan from the traditional banking system 

and what are opportunities missed due to this problem. The study will also aim to capture 

knowledge on SMEs turning towards venture capitalists of private financial institutions if banks 

don’t meet the demand. 

The research questions of this study are; 

Question 1:  What value of business opportunity do SMEs lose in the United Arab Emirates due 

to high-interest rates lending’s from banks? 

Question 2: What are the alternate solutions SMEs look for during lending crises? 

The purpose of this study to attain relevant information on how SMEs are operating with high-

interest rates loans, how many opportunities they cannot compete due to funding issues, and what 

is the interest of these SMEs towards non-bank financing. 
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1.4 DEMARCATIONS 

To research the problems faced by SMEs in the United Arab Emirates with high-interest bank 

loans, this study will restrict the research towards highly active business areas in the country. Out 

of seven Emirates (states/provinces) in the United Arab Emirates, this study will focus on the 

companies based in Dubai which account for 150,000 SMEs out of 350K SMEs in the country 

(Dubai SME, 2021).  

The research will be conducted in various industries, from real estate, construction, trading, 

consumer goods to the professional service sector, and will not be limited to any particular industry 

as the United Arab Emirates SME demographics explain the mix of all industries and growing 

curve of current minority business types. 

The study will also be conducted with realistic feedback on questionnaires from either business 

owners, finance position holders, or any position working for bank loans in the SMEs. This will 

allow the research to be most accurate as the information flow will be from an actual employee of 

the owner dealing with banks and financial institutions for lending purposes. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter explains the research on the UAEs banking industry & its policies towards SME 

lending. In addition, the literature review research will also focus on SMEs growth and constraints 

in UAE due to limitations of high-interest rates by banks & other non-bank financial institutions. 

The study in this section will reflect light on our two research questions, where the growth 

opportunity of SMEs is in question due to banks’ high-interest rates, and do SMEs turn to other 

lending options than banks when in need? 

 

2.1 SME INTRODUCTION 

SMEs are defined as a business that keeps their activities under a certain threshold such as 

manpower, assets, and revenue. These thresholds are understood differently based on region and 

industry. As per the report from OECD statistics in 2005, the EU bookmarks SME sizes to 250 

employees and on the other hand, the USA acknowledges business as SME if employees are under 

500. The entrepreneurs behind these SMEs are creating driving forces with innovation, 

competition, and revolution for economies to move towards dynamism and flexibility to grow and 

compete with the world economy. Both developed and underdeveloped economies are working 

positively towards SMEs’ innovative driving force to adapt with economic vitality (M. Stankovic, 

2018). 

About every country in the world is looking for expanding the country’s SMEs operations to shape 

up the economy with additional jobs and growth in the country’s GDP. More than matured 

economies, emerging countries are gaining more economical growth through an increasing number 

of small and medium-sized enterprises. On average, SMEs in developing economies are 
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contributing 45% towards employment and an average of 33% in contribution to GDP (D. Liberto, 

2020).  

SMEs can be found in about every sector or industry, from production, manufacturing, retail, 

distribution, academics, supply chain & trade, Construction, hospitality, healthcare to Professional 

services. These SMEs compromises for both, introducing innovation in current industry while 

disrupting the traditional practice or the concept of the SMEs are the same as the traditional market 

where new SMEs create competition on price, product, and services.  

Like any other country, the United Arab Emirates SME council defines MSMEs (Micro, Small & 

Medium Enterprises) as per the economical setup based on countries business demographics. 

Based on the annual revenue, trade, and several employees, the UAE SME council has 

distinguished the sector as micro, small and medium enterprises (Refer Figure 1).  

   

Figure 1: Reference: G. Duncan, 2014, Dubai Statistics (Refer to Appendix 1) 

In 2021, a recent study explains how 88% of SMEs in the United Arab Emirates are confident for 

substantial growth in the coming 12 months and out of which 40% claims that the growth is 

dependent on the increase in lending’s in the market for SMEs by banks in the country (D. Kamel, 

2021). 
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In 2019, the article showed that only 0.8 % of the companies registered in Dubai are categorized 

as large corporate & the remaining fall under the SME umbrella. The article also explained how 

banks have provided only 7% of their total lending to SMEs and there is a larger gap to be filled 

by international monetary funds to promote SME growth by additional lending’s which can 

increase the country’s economic growth by 1% every year & leading to additional 15 million jobs 

in the country by the end on 2025 (S. Khan, 2019). 

 

2.2 GOVERNMENT SUPPORT  

Globally almost every country is developing its political, economic & social institutions to support 

the growing SME sector for future growth and development of the national economy. 

Governments are making efforts to provide business, marketing, technical tools, and financial 

supports to SMEs to attract more businesses to the market. Many countries like UAE are 

continuously working on launching schemes like Khalifa Fund, StartAD, and SME Dubai to fund 

the SME market with lending (Y. A. Deqer, Head Central Bank UAE, 2021). Local banks in the 

country are promoting lending offers to businesses to grow, sustain, and improve the employment 

sector in the country. 

As the government of UAE realizes its dependency on SMEs to support growth & innovation, they 

are also aware that the GDP or national economic growth of the country is dependent on SMEs, 

which account for over 94% of the total number of companies in the country and supports over 

60% of the total labor force with employment (S. Townsend, 2019). Over the years, the 

government has been continuously initiating measures to support and develop SMEs in the region. 

Government Initiatives were released from support funding during the recession to funding for 

ideas. Some of the major steps taken in the past decade were initiation of federal law policies for 
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SMEs, training & development program, formation of SME councils in the country, and 

technological formations to create a safer business environment (Refer to Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Reference: www.u.ae, 2021 

Additionally, in 2021 Q1, the central bank of UAE conducted new enhanced regulation towards 

SME business to allow easier access to the financial needs of the business. The regulation focuses 

on developing SMEs towards various financial options available in the country and trains 

companies on risks & compliances relating to financial borrowings. In addition, the regulation also 

informs both bank & non-bank financial institutions to control fees & interest rates charged for 

financial products to SMEs, develop stronger financial trade agreements with SMEs, and refrain 

from excessive pressure on SMEs for debt collection (F. Rahman, 2021). In 2020, the Central bank 

of UAE rolled over AED 256 billion (Euro 55 billion) for supporting SMEs in the region due to 

covid for the sustainability of employment & businesses in the country (S. Overdahl, 2020). 
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The central bank & government economic department plays a crucial role in setting up base interest 

rates and guidelines for MSME business loans in the United Arab Emirates, although they are 

more enforced on local or national banks and to some limit with international banks. All banks are 

allowed to offer loans under federal guidelines to SMEs based on the risk involved and 

dependencies of external factors such as oil & non-oil industries (UAE central Bank report, 2021). 

 

2.3 BANK SUPPORT 

The financial crisis of 2018 has played a crucial role in the decline of the lending market especially 

with riskier loans for banks such as SMEs business loans. New frameworks were introduced to 

tighten financial reforms and banks’ flexibility towards lending. The total lending in OECD for 

SMEs declined from 25.6% in 2007 to 6% in 2012, leaving SMEs in distress to survive the market 

crisis. The developing countries (medium-income countries) also faced a declining impact of 

lending’s as the funding was flowing in banks from OECD countries (M. Koreen, 2020). In 2012, 

the recovery initiatives started globally where schemes and financial lending’s opened up for 

SMEs to help them survive and recover economies (Brassell, M. and K. Boschmans, 2018). The 

need for growth in SME sectors was crucial, where banks were attracting reduced risks SMEs for 

lending. Banks globally have enhanced their offering to provide loans and more flexibility is 

offered to provide loans to SMEs, but the challenge still faced in the current market is the high rate 

of returns banks look from these SMEs. 

The banking sector of the United Arab Emirates has a combination of international and local banks 

that offer both retail and business banking in the country. Both foreign & local banks in the country 

are supported by the central bank of the United Arab Emirates to adhere to & implement 

regulations by federal authority on lending. Any government initiation is introduced for lending’s 
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(i.e., business loans) will be first introduced via local banks to the UAE market, where terms and 

conditions of the loan will be as per government initiatives & local banks play the role of auditing 

the customer, validating the customer, risk assessment and monetary transfers & recovery. Unlike 

local banks, foreign banks have their global corporate policies in addition which also need to be 

complied with when assessing & granting loans in the local market. 

For banks, the key is their ability to assess the credit risk and manage the lending in the market 

based on geography, business industry, history, and collateral. With such credit analysis, banks 

decide on interest rate percentage for the lending’s, while minimizing their risks and attaining 

maximum returns from risker financing. Banks globally rely on many external factor relations to 

policies set by individual countries on credit defaults. This makes banks’ job in developing 

countries tougher to assess potential risk as the government support might not be as legally 

protected as in developed counties. Therefore, to support the market with funding, and safeguard 

banks in the process, countries with more financial business backgrounds have a federal credit 

bureau, which helps banks and other financial institutions to gain access to businesses and their 

current standing in the market. Similarly, in UAE, the Al Etihad Credit bureau was established in 

2010, to support financial institutions with credit & defaults data to support credit risks in the 

country. The agency was opened for UAE banks to gain access to financial obligations and credit 

worthiness of the company requesting finance. Banks in UAE are referring to a credit report by Al 

Etihad Credit bureau while accessing the credit risk and accordingly setting up the interest rates 

for business loans to SMEs as well large corporations. Simultaneously, Al Etihad Credit bureau 

also requires banks to inform the agency on credit defaults within 60 days to keep their report as 

accurate as possible for other financiers, and failure of such reporting is cited by the bureau as 

‘Risk by Banker’ leading to fraudulent activities in UAE finance market (CBD, 2021). 
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Risks are not limited to defaults, industry, or geography in the UAE SME market, but management 

or company ownership risks also play a vital role in banks’ decision-making of loan approval or 

interest rates. The majority of the SME sector in the United Arab Emirates is owned and managed 

by expatriates and due to citizenship law, they remain expatriates during their tenure in the country 

without attaining any permanent residency or citizenship. This issue leads to another major issue 

of defaulting loans by expatriates and leaving the country without accountability, leading banks 

with credit defaults loss. As the government does not have control over such issues, banks are also 

preferring businesses with local (national) partners in the business or businesses owned by 

nationals to fund (Tom Arnold, 2016). 

Another challenge faced by banks in the credit market for SMEs is the absence of financial 

documentation by SMEs to assess the credit risk. This challenge emerges due to the no-corporate 

or income tax policy in the country. UAE is considered the tax haven for businesses and 

individuals, and for the same no-tax policy does not enforce any SME or corporate to file for an 

annual balance sheet with any federal authority and as per a recent study by Dubai SME authority, 

only 50% of the SMEs prepare an audit balance sheet. The overall SME lending is considered as 

unsecured lending in the United Arab Emirates, and even if few loans are considered as secured 

lending, only primary collateral is available such as shares or market outstanding and SMEs 

usually do not have any fixed assets such as property or equipment.  

The reason for a bank’s higher rate of interest is not only on the points of credit risk, federal 

policies, security, or business culture. Many other investments are made by banks to put in place 

a secure framework that complies with local law, banks policies, and SMEs requirements. These 

frameworks refer to recruiting employees to manage & gather data from SMEs, physical branch 

for SME lending division, credit analyst, internal & external research, legal & administration team, 
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etc. With such investments and considering the risk factors, the approved loan value is usually 

lower and the cost of providing loans turns to be higher. Such costs then become part of the interest 

rates which bank offers to SMEs. The bank’s initial investments in UAE are in retail where 

mortgage and auto loans play a crucial role. One of the pillars of UAE economic development is 

real estate and an increasing number of properties is in demand by nationals and expatriates for 

living and as investments, where banks loans are available at attractive rates from banks for the 

long term and in return banks has purchased the property as collateral which reduced the risk. For 

this reason, business loans to SMEs don’t seem like attractive businesses to banks. 

 

2.4 NON-BANKING FINANCIAL SECTOR 

Globally, Finance institutions are supporting lending markets for SMEs where banks are not able 

to serve, in return, they look for high-risk returns to satisfy their shareholders or investors. Based 

on the emergence of Fintech, financial institutions can provide customized offerings to SMEs and 

mitigate risk, interest rates are adjusted accordingly, or available collaterals are considered as an 

advantage (Inc, 2020). 

In addition to 50+ banks in the United Arab Emirates, there are over 35 licensed finance institutions 

in the country that are legally authorized to offer to lend to SMEs (UAE Central Bank, 2021). Due 

to fewer restrictions compared to banks’ policies, finance companies (non-bank companies) take 

advantage of attracting SMEs for loans with more flexible options and varied products & services 

(Seohacker-bm, 2020). For finance companies, it’s more beneficial for funding SMEs compared 

to banks as they have the alteration flexibility based on loan cases and could offer SMEs loans 

based on credit terms which are usually not accepted by banks (M.R. Raghu, 2016) 
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2.5 SME’s OPPORTUNITITES AND FALIURE 

The SME business of the United Arab Emirates is based on 74% of the trading business, which 

could range from industrial to consumer products. With a continuously growing economy for the 

past two decades, the country is inviting more businesses to make UAE their home, and SMEs 

today account for more than 94% of the total companies. Based on the tax benefit and growing 

economy, leading to an increase in the number of companies in a similar sector, the country has 

faced strong competition in offerings in the market. This is a significant change from two decades 

before, where fewer companies were making stronger profits and now there is a price battle 

between companies to survive the competition (P. Conroy & A. Narula, 2011). On top of it, either 

bank is not providing loans for SMEs to do business or charging such high interest, which exceeds 

the company’s profit margins. For SMEs, the battle is between growing competition in the country, 

especially in the trading sector, and securing competitive funding to grow their business and attain 

more opportunities (Dubai Economy, 2021). 

Trading SME companies for consumer goods like electronics in UAE are unable to keep 10% 

profit margins on their product due to competition, and on the other hand, business lending’s in 

the country are starting from 14% minimum, leading to a strong decline in business sustainability 

(S. Nunan, 2011). In 2018, the article was published based on UAE’s construction market and 

margins business can expect & explain that the days have passed where companies in UAE could 

make profits as high as 20-25%, and now the competition has increased to the level that companies 

are ready to take projects for 4-7% profit margins just to survive the business (N. Bhatia, 2018).   

SMEs as well as large corporates in UAE are facing tough competition to survive but also due to 

economic growth, the companies come across opportunities to build their business in the country. 

Though some sectors are facing challenges when it comes to product offerings, other sectors such 
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as services still make competitive profit margins due to asset-free business models (P. Conroy & 

A. Narula, 2011). The requirement of competitive business loans is high in demand to grow the 

companies, survive and create further employment in the country. SMEs are relying on various 

institutions and recently on FinTechs for support for low-interest rate fundings. 

 

2.6 CONCLUSION  

The banks in UAE are worried about defaults by SMEs in the country and limiting their lending 

to safeguard their interest in such a volatile market. Though there has been increasing in the 

number of funding as the market is growing after the 2008 financial crisis, still, the interest rates 

for SME loans are comparatively higher than what SMEs make in profits. Non-bank financial 

institutions are still supporting SMEs with customized offerings while mitigating their risks & 

charging even higher interests for being flexible loan providers compared to banks. Government 

initiatives for SME lending are still limited compared to the growing economy of UAE and are 

keener in funding SMEs with local (national) partners. The central bank plays a major role in 

introducing initiatives in UAE’s finance markets by aligning objectives with local and foreign 

banks. Though local banks backed by the central bank and the government plays the role of 

facilitators when comes to lending to SME’s and on the other hand, the foreign bank supports 

federal policies but evaluates lending situations based on in-house credit analysis and banks 

policies. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

After the theoretical research in chapter 2: literature review, further methodology of the study is 

prepared based on the data acquired during the last chapter study. Primary & Secondary research 

approaches, data findings, and data analysis with ethical considerations will be explained in this 

chapter. The chapter will further explain the design approach, population. and sample, objectives, 

and research methods to conduct this study & analysis, which would give relevant information 

about banks’ high-interest rates and SMEs lending issues in the United Arab Emirates. 

 

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

A strategic plan for commencing a research study to gain insight on a specific research question 

refers to the research design. The research design refers to the outline of process steps from 

formulating hypotheses to finding factual research results.  A successful design of any research 

study is dependent on sampling method, sample size, approach & technique for data collection and 

analysis (P. J. Lavrakas, 2008). 

The research design of this study will explain the framework of steps involved to reach the study 

results. The approach used in the research determines the relevancy of the information gathered to 

this study, though the design of this research may explain the interdependencies of information 

during this study. The research design of the study consists of literature review findings from 

chapter 2 and further develop well-structured close-ended questionnaires for business owners, 

finance employees, or management member of the SMEs in the United Arab Emirates. The study 

states the descriptive research design which explains high loan interest rates leading SMEs to lose 

the business opportunity in the United Arab Emirates. It allows the researcher to gather subjective 
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data related to issues with bank loan interest rates and SMEs losing new opportunities due to 

unattainable financing in the country. 

 

3.2 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 

As part of the methodology, research philosophy enables the researcher to take the decision, which 

type of approach will be suited for particular research and reasons for the same. There are three 

classifications of philosophy (ontology, epistemology, and axiology), which helps researcher to 

decide on research strategy and methods (S. G. Thakurta & P. Chetty, 2015). For this study, 

epistemology philosophy is best suited as the study is understood as known knowledge of problem 

statements. The epistemology philosophy represents positivism as the researcher will deal with 

quantitative data to analyze the result. 

 

3.3 RESEARCH APPROACH 

The step-in research design process is to make a general assumption from initial research to a 

detailed plan of acquiring relevant data, commencing analysis, and interpreting the data. The 

research approach can be classified into three categories quantitative, qualitative & mixed 

approach. (P. Ngulube, 2021). 

Out of the traditional approaches, the quantitative approach has been used in this study to gain 

primary insights from SME owners, partners, and finance employees. The quantitative research 

approach helps the researcher study the social phenomena in a natural setting in a structured 

manner (A. Teherani, 2015). A well-structured questionnaire (Refer to Appendix 3) has been sent 

to these SME employees to gain insight on close-ended questions and further data analysis will be 

https://www.igi-global.com/affiliate/patrick-ngulube/274990/
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conducted based on the response of the question is. The answers will be in the form of binary or 

categorical form which will help the study with quantitative analysis, correlation, and dependency 

between factors. The reason for quantitative analysis and close-ended questionnaire is to restrict 

additional minor factors which are not included in this study’s secondary research in literature 

review and limit the study to main reasons to the problem statement. 

 

3.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The aim of the research study can be elaborated when divided into subcategories, where the 

researcher can explore more depth of individual parts of the study. In other words, the objectives 

of research explain how research aims to be accomplished, whereas the aim of research explains 

what the problem area is (John Dudovskiy, 2018). 

The objective of the study is to find out the challenges faced by SMEs in the United Arab Emirates 

to gain competitive interest rates for a business loan from the traditional banking system and what 

are opportunities missed due to this problem. The study will also aim to capture knowledge on 

SMEs turning towards other means of financing. 

The research questions of this study aim at the real problem of competitive business loans in the 

country and alternate provisions for SMEs to fulfill their lending needs. 

Question 1:  What value of business opportunity do SMEs lose in the United Arab Emirates due 

to high-interest rate lending from banks? 

Question 2: What are the alternate solutions SMEs look for during lending crises? 
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The purpose of this study to attain relevant information on how SMEs are operating with high-

interest rates loans, how many opportunities they cannot compete due to funding issues, and what 

is the interest of these SMEs towards non-bank financing. 

 

3.5 POPULATION & TARGET SAMPLE  

The population in research study refers to a niche group, which can be industry, religion, education, 

workforce, or objects like universities, companies, or salaries. Derived from the population a 

selected number of people or objects, who/which explains about the characteristics of the 

population are known as Sample or Target sample (Alex Casteel & Nancy L. Bridier, 2021). 

The population of the study is the SMEs in the United Arab Emirates which accounts for a total of 

350,000 companies. The United Arab Emirates consists of 7 states (known as Emirates), where 

population companies are divided between micro, small & medium enterprises (MSME).  

The research study reflects the bank’s high-interest rates while providing loans to SMEs in the 

country, though not all 350,000 SMEs look for funding but based on the recent study about 70% 

of the companies in the United Arab Emirates are looking for loans to either survive or grow their 

business. 

For this study, SMEs based in the emirate of Dubai will be considered which counts to 150,000 

SMEs, and due to the large volume of companies in Dubai, as a pilot study, the questionnaires will 

be conducted with 0.001% of the companies which totals to 150 SME's based in Dubai. Therefore, 

the sampling of this study will be a mix of micro, small and medium enterprises based in Dubai 

from different industry sectors to gain insight into banks’ decisions on interest rates based on 

industry, size, and other demographics. In addition, for Dubai to be the Emirate with maximum 
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SMEs, it is also the fastest-growing part of the country with diverse business sectors which will 

allow this study to have varied results from distinct business sectors. 

 

3.6 DATA SAMPLE 

Data sampling is a statistical evaluation method used to identify, manipulate, and examine main 

points from the data to identify patterns and trends. This allows analysts to predict a manageable 

amount of data from the sample population to build & obtain strong predictions (J. Biscobing, 

2018). Sampling can be done in probability measures where researchers and identify samples 

based on a pattern or non-probability approach, which refers to a more random approach (Alex 

Casteel & Nancy L. Bridier, 2021). 

In chapter 2 literature review, the study explained the bank’s decision for loans to SME's and one 

of the important factors of assessing credibility is through types of industry the company is 

operating in the country. Considering this requirement, the sample size of this study will be from 

various SME industry sectors and the approach for sampling would be used is convenient sampling 

for the researcher to target as many business owners, finance managers, add other management 

personnel to provide relevant information in the questionnaires as this sample size would be well 

suited to answer loan/finance or bank related topics for this study. Convenience sampling, in other 

words, known as availability sampling, explains the non-probability sampling technique. The 

technique refers to an easily available to participate approach (John Dudovskiy, 2018). 

Although the insights based on convenience sampling would be considered biased. But for the 

success of this study, questionnaires must be answered by finance-related employees or business 

owners of the company who are regularly dealing with company lending’s requirements. 
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3.7 DATA COLLECTION, SOURCES & INSTRUMENTS 

The approach on which data is gathered, sorted, and analyzed from multiple sources and the 

process to identify key points to research problems is known data collection process. The technique 

for the collection of data from relevant sources can be categorized into primary & secondary 

sources.  Where primary data is the collection of first-hand data from a reliable source by the 

researcher, such as scholarly research on prior events, and on the other hand, secondary data is the 

collection of data by websites and books (Simplilearn, 2021). 

This research study consists of both primary and secondary data which is important to assess the 

real problem of high-interest loans from banks to SMEs in the United Arab Emirates. The primary 

data source of this study is from the unique data which was collected from the insight of business 

owners or finance professionals of the SMEs Based in the United Arab Emirates to gain the 

primary research data for this study through online news portals or blogs. The study also consists 

of secondary research data, which was about multiple sources such as government portals, SMEs 

authorities in UAE & multiple local & foreign banks portal in addition to financial publishing, 

scholarly articles, and UAE’s in-country value articles. 

For this research study, the researcher has approached the target audience with a well-structured 

close-ended questionnaire to conduct a quantitative research approach with convenience sampling 

technique to gain relevant information on the topic based on 15 questions related to interest rates, 

banks, and financial institutes support, and SME specific data. The 15 questions in this 

questionnaire are subdivided into sections of company information, business loan information, 

alternate loan options, and business preferences. The questionnaire aims to find the demand for 

loans from SMEs in UAE, the experience SMEs face to get competitive loan rates from banks and 

financial institutions, and insight into SME specifications versus interest rates offered. 

https://www.simplilearn.com/authors/simplilearn?source=frs_detailsPage
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3.8 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Ethical consideration in a research study is related to the researcher’s integrity to not harm 

participants’ confidence or anyone related to the study. The considerations comprise of validity of 

questions, the approach used to conduct research, consent of participation & confidentiality to 

safeguard their input (H. Bhasin, 2020). 

Accessing SME companies is a complex process as the researcher needs to prove to business 

owners or professionals the importance and the requirements for such a research study. Another 

complex part of the study is 2 attain timely feedback from these companies as research studies are 

relatively less crucial compared to their daily work tasks. 

The researcher has sent a consent form (Refer to Appendix 2) to all the participants stating that no 

personal information or financial information about the company is asked in the survey and the 

intent of this research is for only academic purposes only. The findings of this research will only 

be shared with Dublin Business School and will not be used for any other purposes. The question 

is also only representing percentages, numerical figures, options from close-ended questions which 

will not disclose any personal information about the SME or participant. A similar brief statement 

is also mentioned at the beginning of the survey for participants who have missed reading the 

consent form. Further, the researcher has provided his email details to all participants who wish to 

confirm, question, or have opinions about this research study in both the consent form and the 

questionnaire itself. 
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3.9 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

The restrictions and flaws which a researcher face during a research study and limits the approach 

to gaining more insights to complete the requirement of the study’s objectives refers to research 

limitation and the researcher must identify limitation gaps in the study. (John Dudovskiy, 2018). 

The research is based on the United Arab Emirates and its financial lending market towards SMEs 

only. While related markets in the Middle East may have faced a similar problem with SME 

lending and hence this study can be related to these markets to some extent. As mentioned earlier 

in this study out of seven Emirates of United Arab Emirates, only SMEs in Dubai requested to 

participate and as the pilot research study, the sample will be 0.001% of the Dubai SME 

population. The research is based on responses from SMEs and hence it could differ from the 

opinion of bankers or financial institution professionals in the United Arab Emirates. 

 

3.10 CONCLUSION 

The research methodology has been designed in such a manner that the gap found in the literature 

review while doing secondary research can be fulfilled with a quantitative approach of 

questionnaires with insights of SMEs facing high-interest rate issues with local and foreign banks 

in the UAE. The methodology also explains the perspective to be captured from the real-world 

data and then analyze it to reach a conclusion that can either support the null hypothesis that “SMEs 

in Dubai losing business opportunities do too high loan rates from banks” or the alternative 

hypothesis states that “bank interest rates for a business loan are not high for SMEs and are easily 

attainable”. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS 

Chapter 4 will explain the data analysis for this research study based on quantitative data obtained 

by the researcher from SMEs based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The data was collected by 

well structured, close-ended questionnaire (refer to Appendix 3), where questioned were framed 

in categorical and binary options to obtain valued & specific information from the participants 

based on literature review in chapter 2 and the approach mentioned in methodology in chapter 3 

of this study. The chapter will explain the Sample population portfolio and continue to explain the 

responses and correlations between dependent variables. 

 

4.1 PARTICIPANT PROFILES 

The participants for this study account for 151 respondents which are professionals from the SME 

industry in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.  The number of participants suffices this pilot study 

which accounts for 0.001% of sample size from population size. 

 

4.1.1 SME INDUSTRY PROFILE 

The respondents from all the industries categorized in the questionnaire responded to the study. 

As discussed in chapter 2 literature review, the maximum SMEs accounts from the trading sector 

in the United Arab Emirates, and similarly, for this study, the majority of respondents were from 

trading SME backgrounds. Figure 4.1 will explain the majority of respondents were from industrial 

trade accounting for 28.5% of total respondents accounting for 43 respondents (refer to Appendix 

4.1). If calculated for consumer products and wholesale (also part of trading companies), the total 

respondents will account for 56.4% (total of 85 companies) of the trade sector. The lowest count 
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of respondents comes from the services sector of finance at 4% and IT services at 4%, which relates 

to this study’s primary research of services sector companies to be minimum in Dubai. 

 

Figure 4.1 Respondents based on Industry Type, Refer Appendix 4.1 

 

4.1.2 RESPONDENT PROFFESION 

The study aimed to target Finance professionals and business owners to respond to questionnaires 

to gain maximum insight on banks’ lending knowledge and the results of the study favor the aim 

as 143 respondents out of 151 were business owners and Finance professionals of SMEs and 

accounts for about 95% of the total response (Figure 4.2). The remaining 5% of the respondents 

were SME employees from the management team who had knowledge of banks loans or might be 

structure of SME due to which these respondents deal with bank loans on behalf of the company 
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(refer Appendix 4.2). Knowing the limitation of the research when approaching SMEs, 95% of 

study-required respondents can be accepted success for conducting this research. 

 

Figure 4.2 Respondents based on Profession, Refer Appendix 4.2 

 

4.1.3 SME EMPLOYEE STRENGTH 

The United Arab Emirates Small & Medium Enterprise council defines MSMEs (Micro, Small & 

Medium Enterprises) as per the economical setup based on countries business demographics 

(Refer to Appendix 1). As Figure 1 in the literature review, the MSME is categorized based on the 

number of employees and revenue. The companies with employees up to 50 accounts for the 

highest number of SMEs in this study and totals for 108 SMEs, followed by 34 SME companies 

with employees of 51-100 strength, 7 SMEs with employees over 100, and 2 SMEs with employee 

strength more than 200 (refer to Appendix 4.3).  
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Industrial Trade SMEs rank high among SMEs with employee strength of under 50 and SMEs in 

the Supply chain are among highest between company size of 51-100 employees. Over 200 

employees were found in construction sector SMEs. Micro & Small companies in the UAE account 

for the maximum number of companies operating, similarly, research respondents as per figure 

4.3 are from Micro & Small size companies of Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

 

Figure 4.3, SME Employee strength, Refer Appendix 4.3 

 

4.2 LOAN EXPERIENCE 

The sub-section of the data analysis will explain the sample of 151 companies that participated in 

the study has the experience with the bank loan, rates at which they obtained a loan, rejection of 

loan & justifications. This section will help to justify the role banks are playing towards SME loan 

requirement satisfaction. 
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4.2.1 BANKS LOAN APPLICATIONS 

Based on the response of 151 SMEs, there are 93.36% of the SME’s have applied for loans from 

the banks in past (Figure 4.4). These companies have experience in dealing with the bank for 

business loan purposes and will account for 140 companies which will help in hypothesis 

evaluation. 

Based on business loan applications to the bank, out of 140 companies (Refer Figure 4.5) that 

applied with the bank for business loans, 96 SMEs loan (Refer Appendix 4.5) was approved by 

banks which accounts for 63.38% success rate. The loan approval by banks in correlation to the 

industry explains that the highest number of approvals by banks are in the trading sector of the 

UAE SME industry (Refer appendix 4.6). 

  
Figure 4.4: Business loan application, Refer appendix 4.4 
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Figure 4.5, Bank Loan approval, Refer to appendix 4.5 

 

4.2.2 BANKS INTEREST RATES 

Of the 95 companies with approved loans from the bank, 40 companies received high-interest rates 

loans from 16% to 20% from the banks, a minority of 19 SMEs received loans at a very high 

percentage of more than 20% and 37 SMEs received relatively low-interest rates loans between 

11% and 15% (Figure 4.6). The bank rates based on industry represents that, highest interest rates 

of 20% -25% were provided to the trading sector especially industrial trading & the lowest rates 

of 11% - 15% was also allotted in the trading sector but only in a consumer product (Refer to 

Appendix 4.7).  
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Figure 4.6: Banks approved interest rates for a business loan 

 

4.2.3 LOAN REJECTIONS 

The 45 companies as per this study which bank did not approve for a business loan were rejected 

due to the main reason of “Business life too Short” or “No Substantial revenue”. Some respondents 

selected “other reason” as a response due to limited categorial options in the questionnaire (Refer 

Appendix 4.8). Though the rejections from banks were distributed across multiple sectors 

mentioned in the questionnaire category, Industrial trade received a maximum rejection from 

banks (Appendix 4.9). The media & service sector were given the most rejection due to the “No 

Substantial revenue” justification from banks, on the other hand, Wholesalers/retails were the 

maximum in rejection justification of “Business life too Short”.  
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Banks Interest Rates
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16% - 20%
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4.3 NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

The Non-financial institution is a great contributor to the lending market for a business loan in the 

United Arab Emirates as discussed in the literature review. The study also included respondents’ 

viewpoints on private financial institutions for business loans. The analysis states that the majority 

of respondent SMEs has experience of applying for loan requirement with other finance companies 

separate from banks in the UAE.  Out of 151 respondents, 130 have experience when dealing with 

non-bank financial institutions in the country (refer to Figure 4.7).  

 

Figure 4.7: No of companies applied to non-bank finance companies for a business loan 

 

Further, these 130 companies have applied to various types of private finance options for a business 

loan & the majority of companies (about 79% companies) have dealt with Private loan companies 
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in the United Arab Emirates. Others such as personnel borrowing, and venture capitalists’ 

investments were following options (refer to figure 4.8). 

As per the responses from participants, 70.83% of respondents strongly agree & 5% somewhat 

agree with the fact that non-banking finance companies charge much higher interest rates for a 

business loan as compared to banks. Though 17% approx. SMEs believe it’s the same interest rates 

as banks and 6.62 % oppose the statement that private finance companies charge higher than the 

bank (refer to Appendix 4.10). 

 

Figure 4.8: Non-Banking finance options chosen by SME sectors for a business loan 

 

4.4 BANKS VS NON-BANK FINANCE INSTITUTIONS: SMEs OPINION 

Note: The questions for this section were asked on a scaled format from 1 to 5, where 1 stands for 

‘strongly disagree’ and 5 stands for ‘strongly agree’ on the statement questions. 

In this study, the SMEs have responded with a mixed opinion of banks’ lending support with 

approval & interest rates based on data analysis in previous sections. Although the majority of 
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SMEs still would like to prefer dealing with banks in the United Arab Emirates over private 

financing and 58% of the respondents have strong trust in banks for service & 10% also agree that 

banks are preferred lending partners (Refer to Figure 4.9), still there is a small number of 

respondents who are either neutral to work with both or only with private financing companies 

over banks. We can assume, many reasons can be factors of the bank preference such as knowledge 

of options, familiarity with banks, trust, and relationships with banks. 

As per above, where SMEs prefer dealing with banks as compared to financial institutions, but 

Figure 4.10 explains a contradicting story of how about 55% of SMEs believe that the loan 

processing time is not faster in banks compared to non-bank financial institutions. The mean for 

the question for processing time of banks vs other private institutions was 2.27 (refer to appendix 

4.12) which stated that the majority of respondents do not believe that ‘banks are faster in 

providing loans than private institutions in the United Arab Emirates. 

 
Figure 4.9 Loan preference Bank vs Private institutions 
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Figure 4.10 Loan processing time Bank vs Private institutions 

 

The SMEs response for the verification process & requirement for loan approval relates to the 

steps involved, documentation requirement, and proof & authentication checks done by banks and 

other non-banking financial institutions before approving business loans for SMEs. As discussed 

in chapter 2 literature review, such verifications require to calculate and analyze the risk involved 

in particular lending, as well as to comply with the policies of the central bank, lending bank or 

firm, and governing council. In this study, the response of 50.99% from participants explained that 

banks do have more verification requirements compared to private financial institutions. A close 

result of 42.38% by participants also explained that both banks & others have equal verification 

processes when it comes to SME lending (refer to Figure 4.11). Based on secondary research in 

this study, for both Banks & Non-banking financial firms, the compliance in UAE is similar, the 

only difference will be man-hours & additional policies to comply could differ. 
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As per the correlation matrix for this section, there is no correlation between the SMEs ‘preference 

of banks over private institutions’ and ‘Banks process loans faster than Private institutions’ (refer 

to Appendix 4.14). 

 
Figure 4.11 Verification process Bank vs Private institutions 

 

4.5 DIGITAL ADVANCEMENT: SME LENDINGS 

The questionnaire last part included a crucial question of how SMEs see digital crowdfunding 

platforms as potential SME loan options. The question was asked to respondents as they have 

experience when it comes to loan requirements to survive or grow their business. As per this study 

only 96 out of 151 SMEs have been approved loans from banks, and that also at higher interest 

rates. This question was crucial to understanding the loan requirement behavior of SMEs and the 

options they are ready to choose out of the traditional approach. As per Figure 4.12, about 81.46% 

of SMEs responded that they would like to see digital crowdfunding be an available option for 

business loan facilities. Around 12% has mixed thoughts about this approach and 6% were not 
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interested in digital lending. This finding supports the fact that digital platforms will be able to 

support SMEs with the loans to support business and clarifies that the aim of the research is 

assumed at the correct direction to find out the pain points for business loans in the UAE and create 

alternative models to enhance this sub-section of country’s financial sector. 

 
Figure 4.12 Interest in digital crowdfunding for business loan requirements 

 

4.6 HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

The study aims to capture the real-world data from the SME questionnaire and then analyze it to 

reach a conclusion that can either support the hypothesis. 

Null hypothesis: “SMEs in UAE are losing business opportunities due to high loan rates from 

banks” 

Alternative hypothesis: “Bank interest rates for a business loan are not high for SMEs and are 

easily attainable”.  
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The analysis is done on a 2-sided chi-square test due to the qualitative data behavior of questions. 

SPSS tool is used to analyze by collaborating data of ‘Approved loan SMEs’ and ‘SME view on 

interest rate vs business opportunity and run Pearson chi-square test.  

The result of the analysis is the significance of 0.034 (Pearson chi-square) and it clearly states high 

significance towards the null hypothesis, that “SMEs in UAE are losing business opportunities due 

to high loan rates from banks”. Hence, we will null hypothesis for this study is true (Refer to 

appendix 4.15). The hypothesis test also confirms that the primary and secondary data research 

conducted for this study is valid and matches the quantitative data collection done with SMEs in 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

CONCLUSION 

The overall objective of this study was to find the results if business loans provided by banks in 

the United Arab Emirates have higher interest rates for SMEs, which leads to a loss in the business 

opportunity. The additional requirements of this research study were also to find if SMEs are open 

towards digital finance such as crowdfunding to fulfill their lending needs, away from the 

traditional financing approach by banks and financial institutions. The research for this study was 

conducted from the perspective of SMEs based in the United Arab Emirates and to find out their 

viewpoint and experience while dealing with banks and financial institutions for their lending 

needs and to find out if these companies also believe that the interest rates provided on business 

loans are higher compared to revenue margins. 

To achieve valuable results to the study, the researcher conducted primary and secondary research 

as part of the literature review and framed a quantitative questionnaire to gain feedback from 151 

SMEs based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. These surveys aimed to collect unique insights from 

the SME owners, partners, and financial managers about their experience and viewpoint on banks’ 

interest rates for business loans. When's the value equal data from SMEs collected, the researcher 

used SPSS, Microsoft Excel, and Python tools to conduct data analysis on the feedback and 

produce valuable interpretations for this research study. With data analysis, the researcher was also 

able to find out the results of the hypothesis for this study are true or not. Additionally, this research 

study also helped to gain the interests of SME professionals towards digital crowdfunding and 

their preference to deal online for future lending needs. 

The results of the studies stated that about 93% of the SME's who applied for loans from the banks 

were approved. The banks provide loans to SMEs in different trades and the interest rates of such 
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loans are decided based on the risk, industry, size, and collateral. These SMEs also approached 

nonbanking financial institutions in the country to obtain business financing and out of the sample 

population 86% of these SMEs have dealt with financial institutions. Lending’s from private 

financial institutions, venture capitalists, businesses to business loans or personal borrowings were 

the most common outside banking finance that SMEs have obtained in past. As discussed in the 

literature review, the government of the United Arab Emirates and the central bank are 

continuously making initiatives, policies, and guidelines for SME development in the country I'm 

guiding banks to provide funds to these SMEs for business growth answer stainability. The 

government has initiated schemes and incentives for SMEs to promote innovation and contribute 

to growing employment in the country, but still as per this study out of 130 companies that applied 

for nonbank finance loans never experienced or dealt with government-based funding schemes.  

Even though SMEs responded in the feedback that banks in the United Arab Emirates take a long 

time to process the loan, the requirements for verification are high and believe their interest rates 

are high for business, but still prefer dealing with banks over other financial institutions. 

The null hypothesis of the study where banks are providing high-interest rate loans to SME's which 

is leading to loss of business opportunities is justified as true in this study. Based on the response 

from SMEs the profit margins are comparatively low compared to the high-interest rates banks are 

charging in business loans. This leads to a loss in financials or loss in business opportunity for 

these SMEs in the United Arab Emirates, leading to a strong gap between supply in financial 

lending markets and demand of SMEs business loans. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the primary and secondary research in literature review and quantitative analysis surveys 

from SME's, the researcher recommends both banks and financial institutes to consider additional 

attributes in risk assessment while deciding the interest rates for business loans, which could help 

SMEs with competitive lending. More government initiatives should be considered by banks to 

include in their offerings and provide SMEs with diverse options of funding with varied schemes 

and incentives. Central banks should align stronger with local in foreign banks in the UAE to 

support the SME sector better with fundings as it contributes towards over 80% of total 

employment in the country as well as accounts as a major contributor to international economic 

growth. 

On the other hand, SMEs should expand their lending requirements to other market offerings, 

where new partnerships from venture capitalists with comparatively lower interests can help the 

SME to secure funding. Also, SMEs should look forward to financial technology (FinTech) 

advancements and approach digital funding institutions to secure a competitive loan through 

businesses to a business loan or crowdfunding approach. As per the data analysis, over 90% of the 

respondents have opted to answer in favor of digital finance to support their lending requirement 

and the secondary aim of the study was to find out this interest in digital crowdfunding which 

could help SME's as well as investors for alternative investment options. 
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APPENDIX 

 

1. DEFINING UAE SME SIZE 

 

Topic: How do you define an SME in the UAE? 

Source: www.souqalmal.com 

Source Type: Secondary  

 

No. employees Trading Manufacturing Services 

Micro <=9 <=25 <=25 

Small <=35 <=100 <=100 

Medium <=75 <=250 <=250 

 

AND 

 

Turnover, AED m Trading Manufacturing Services 

Micro <=9 <=10 <=10 

Small <=50 <=100 <=100 

Medium <=250 <=250 <=250 

 

Reference: 

G. Duncan. (2014). How do you define an SME in the UAE? Available: 

https://www.souqalmal.com/financial-education/ae-en/how-do-you-define-an-sme-in-the-

uae/.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.souqalmal.com/
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2. CONSENT FORM 
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3. QUANTITATIVE SURVEY 

Link: https://forms.gle/FFuJJTm4WDrpViaJ6 

 

 

SME  Business  Loan – High-Interest  rates by UAE 

banks 
Academic research on high-interest rates offered by UAE banks to SMEs in the United Arab Emirates 
 
 

Acknowledgment 

This survey is for academic research purpose only.  

The survey does not request for any personnel or financial details about you & your company 

Findings from this study will be only shared with Dublin Business School   

Any concerns relating to information sharing can be addressed to the researcher at 10578363@mydbs.ie 

 
 

Company information 

Information on your company to study demographics of the research 

 

1. What is your company trade? 

Mark only one oval. 

 
Wholesale / Retailer 

Construction 

Industrial Trade 

Consumer Product 

Supply Chain/Trade/Logistics 

Media & Services 

Technical IT & Services 

Finance 

Others 
 
 

2. What is your position in the company? 

Mark only one oval. 

 
Business Owner / Partner 

Finance manager/Controller 

Other Management Position 

Others 

https://forms.gle/FFuJJTm4WDrpViaJ6
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4. DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 What is your company trade? 

                       Industry Trade Frequency Percent 

 Wholesale / Retailer 17 11.3 

Technical IT & Services 6 4.0 

Supply Chain/Trade/Logistics 20 13.2 

Media & Services 20 13.2 

Industrial Trade 43 28.5 

Finance 6 4.0 

Consumer Product 25 16.6 

Construction 14 9.3 

Total 151 100.0 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

4.2 What is your position in the company? 

                      Position Frequency Percent 

 Others 2 1.3 

Other Management Position 6 4.0 

Finance Manager/Controller 39 25.8 

Business Owner / Partner 104 68.9 

Total 151 100.0 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

4.3 What is your company size? (No. of Employees) 

No. Of Employees Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative % 

 51-100 34 22.5 22.5 22.5 

200+ 2 1.3 1.3 23.8 

11-50 61 40.4 40.4 64.2 

101-200 7 4.6 4.6 68.9 

0 -10 47 31.1 31.1 100.0 

Total 151 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 
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4.4 Has your company applied for a business loan with UAE banks in past? 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative % 

 Yes 141 93.4 93.4 93.4 

No 10 6.6 6.6 100.0 

Total 151 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

4.5 Did your business loan got approved by the bank? 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative % 

 Yes 96 63.6 63.6 63.6 

Not Applicable 10 6.6 6.6 70.2 

No 45 29.8 29.8 100.0 

Total 151 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

 

4.6 Crosstabulation: Company Trade & Loan Approval Success 

 
Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 
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4.7 Crosstabulation: Company Trade & Interest rates charged 

  11% - 15% 16% - 20% 20 % - 25%  

What is 

your 

company 

trade? 

Construction 6 2 4 2 14 

Consumer Product 5 14 4 2 25 

Finance 2 4 0 0 6 

Industrial Trade 14 3 11 15 43 

Media & Services 9 2 9 0 20 

Supply 

Chain/Trade/Logistics 

10 4 6 0 20 

IT & Services 2 4 0 0 6 

Wholesale / Retailer 7 4 6 0 17 

Total 55 37 40 19 151 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

4.8 Rejection Reason 

Rejection based on Industry Number of Rejection 

Business life is too short 12 

Consumer Product 3 

Media & Services 2 

Supply Chain/Trade/Logistics 2 

Wholesale / Retailer 5 

Company document incomplete 4 

Consumer Product 2 

Supply Chain/Trade/Logistics 2 

Guarantee Issue 8 

Construction 2 

Industrial Trade 4 

Technical IT & Services 2 

Inconsistent business plan 4 

Construction 4 

Industry-specific issue 2 

Industrial Trade 2 

No substantial revenue 11 

Industrial Trade 2 

Media & Services 5 

Supply Chain/Trade/Logistics 2 

Wholesale / Retailer 2 

Not Applicable 4 
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4.9 Rejection based on Industry 

 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: Microsoft Excel 

 

4.10 Private vs bank interest rate 

 
Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

0
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4.11 Crosstabulation: Company Trade & Company Size 

 What is your company size? (No. of Employees) Total 

0 -10 101-200 11-50 200+ 51-100 

What 

is 

your 

comp

any 

trade? 

Construction 0 0 6 2 6 14 

Consumer Product 5 5 10 0 5 25 

Finance 2 0 2 0 2 6 

Industrial Trade 17 0 22 0 4 43 

Media & Services 6 2 5 0 7 20 

Supply 

Chain/Trade/Logistics 

4 0 6 0 10 20 

IT & Services 4 0 2 0 0 6 

Wholesale / Retailer 9 0 8 0 0 17 

Total 47 7 61 2 34 151 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

4.12 Descriptive Statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Banks are faster in 

providing loans than 

a private institution 

151 1 5 2.27 1.478 

Valid N (listwise) 151     

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

4.13 Banks have more verification requirements compared to a private institution 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative % 

 May be 6 4.0 4.0 4.0 

No 4 2.6 2.6 6.6 

Same for both 64 42.4 42.4 49.0 

Yes 77 51.0 51.0 100.0 

Total 151 100.0 100.0  

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 
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4.14 Correlation between bank & private financial firm based on time, requirement & rates 

 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: Python 

 

4.15 Pearson Chi-square analysis 

Source: Survey - SME Business Loan – High-Interest rates by UAE banks 

Tool: IBM SPSS Statistics 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 Cases 

Valid Missing Total 

N Percent N Percent N Percent 

Did your business loan got 

approved by the bank? * 

Business loan interest rates in 

UAE are not competitive 

compared to business 

opportunity profit margins 

151 100.0% 0 0.0% 151 100.0% 

Continued Next Page 
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Continued Appendix 4.15 

 

Did your business loan got approved by the bank? * Business loan interest rates in UAE are 

not competitive compared to business opportunity profit margins Crosstabulation  

 Business loan interest rates in UAE are 

not competitive compared to business 

opportunity profit margins 

Total 

2 3 4 5 

Did your 

business loan 

got approved by 

the bank? 

No Count 2 2 0 41 45 

Expected 

Count 

.6 5.7 2.4 36.4 45.0 

Not 

Applica

ble 

Count 0 2 0 8 10 

Expected 

Count 

.1 1.3 .5 8.1 10.0 

Yes Count 0 15 8 73 96 

Expected 

Count 

1.3 12.1 5.1 77.6 96.0 

Total Count 2 19 8 122 151 

Expected 

Count 

2.0 19.0 8.0 122.0 151.0 

 

 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymptotic Significance (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 13.668a 6 .034 

Likelihood Ratio 17.120 6 .009 

N of Valid Cases 151   

 

 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approximate Significance 

Nominal by 

Nominal 

Phi .301 .034 

Cramer's V .213 .034 

N of Valid Cases 151  

Appendix 4.15 end 

 

 


